1989 dodge conversion van

Dodge Van â€” Big van, didnt really think much of it. Had a lot of room to do a lot of things with
it. But people were expecting that so it kinda killed it for me. It always stalled on turns in the
cold mornings too. For the most part a reliable vehicle, but alittle expensive in the gas
department!!! Cons: Some Engine prob, steering prob, will rust easy, High Profile. My First And
Favorite Vehicle â€” i got this van as a gift and i love it. Pros: huge van, safest vehicle I've
driven made of steel. Happy Days Are Here Again â€” The life of an automotive writer is mostly
fun, especially when he gets to drive a truly rare vehicle like the Dodge B Ram Van that I got my
hands on in Once again, I wanted to sell a story to VAN Magazine, a short-lived automotive
publication based in Munich, Germany, that I freelanced for at the time. I rarely had to go very
far to find interesting subjects because the garage that serviced my car back then, a T-Bird also
sold US automobiles of all kinds and often had unusual, even exotic vehicles on the lot waiting
for buyers. Many of the cars and trucks I've reviewed here came from that source, and this
Dodge Van was no exception. Like on other occasions before, my garage man had entrusted me
with the keys to one of his precious vehicles, once more placing his faith in my ability to
conduct a full-blown road test without wrecking it. Fortunately, his faith was fully justified.
US-built full-size vans are not exactly an everday sight in the Old World, particularly Dodges,
which are almost non-existent over here. All the more incentive for me to test drive one when
opportunity knocked. Myers, Florida. But let's examine the Dodge step by step. All three of them
represented Motown's answer to VW's subcompact Bus, which had attained cult status in the
US, especially among young Californians. Detroit and US car buyer tastes being what they are,
the compact vans from the Big Three soon went mainstream, meaning they got bigger and
plusher. In the case of the Dodge, the watershed model year was when the generation depicted
here called B-Series entered the stage and stayed there for an almost unbelievable 33 years. In ,
the Mercedes-based Dodge Sprinter replaced the Ram so called since for better or worse. There
were vans and wagons on two wheelbases, The B was only available with the long wheelbase,
though. For those needing even more space, a Maxi Van or Wagon with extended rear overhang
could be ordered in the long-wheelbase B and B series. This whopper measured To power these
vehicles, Chrysler Corporation offered some of its finest engines: As base engine , the
venerable CID Slant Six with a modest 95 net horsepower in gross horsepower in motivated the
B and B The made its debut in and was installed in pretty much every car and truck that ever
wore a Plymouth, Dodge, and Chrysler emblem. As usual with American sixes, it was
considered and marketed as an economy engine and never sparked the car-buying public's
imagination like a V8. However, it was a paragon of reliability and durability, as thousands of
police officers and taxi drivers can attest. It was only in that this inline engine was replaced by a
CID V6 with horsepower, proof positive how outstanding the Slant Six was. The equally famous
CID V8 with horsepower served as standard equipment in the B and was optional in the lighter
classes. The dates back to when it first appeared in the Plymouth Fury as the top-rated high
performance engine. By the early Sixties, however, other, bigger V8s had taken over, relegating
the to entry-level V8 status. In , the , formerly of Y-block or big-block design, became a
small-block. Thanks to new thin-wall casting techniques similar to those at GM and FoMOCo,
the became smaller and lighter, but suffered no power loss at all; cylinder dimensions etc. Not
at all bad for an old pushrod V8. Incidentally, the 's fuel supply system changed from a
two-barrel carburetor to throttle body fuel injection in the very year the test vehicle was built;
the carbureted predecessor had produced horsepower. Top Dog of the Ram's engine lineup in
'89 was the optional CID V8 with net horsepower, a powerplant that had made its debut in , just
like the 2nd generation Ram. It was never intended to be a high-performance engine, but served
to power millions of Mopar cars and trucks faithfully through The test vehicle was a B Ram Van
on the This combination obviously makes the B not a powerhouse, but a pleasant cruiser with
enough guts to push the Ram's boxy shape through the air with a maximum speed just shy of
mph. As usual with older American cars and trucks, ideal cruising speed is 75 mph. At this
speed, the test B with its more than two tons of weight gently bobs up and down and the
highway, gobbling up mile after mile, whispering a muted V8 throb in the driver's ears. Happy
Times really did a swell Job with this Ram, turning a stark cargo van into an impressive and
exceedingly cozy long-distance traveler for up to seven people aboard. Four fully adjustable
captain's chairs with plenty of legroom designed to turn even the most diehard survivalist into a
helpless couch potato and a rear bench seat that converts into a bed simply beg you to just
slouch the hours away. There's a separate air conditioning system for the rear passengers, a
small TV set and a VCR , remember? Tinted windows complete with curtains provide a splendid
view of the great outdoors while safeguarding the privacy of those privileged few inside. With
the cruise control and the air conditioning both set at 75, the hi-fi stereo blasting out my favorite
s cool jazz, I felt right at home in the vastly comfortable captain's chair behind the steering
wheel while my photographer took a nap on the third-row bench seat. Things just don't get

much better than that. On the outside, the Happy Times Dodge looks pretty normal with its
white-over-gold paint job. All in all, the Happy Times conversion leaves an mpression of quality
and solid craftsmanship; the company is a member of the Recreational Vehicles Industrial
Association RVIA , after all. The Dodge Ram B was fun to drive and to try out and sure drew a
lot of stares in Germany, most of them admiring, some skeptical. In the crowded, narrow streets
of the Old World, a big van like the Dodge is certainly not the most practical vehicle, especially
considering the usual bugaboo of American vehicles in Europe, fuel economy. There was
absolutely no way to get more than 17 mpg out of the Ram, even with the most delicate touch
on the gas pedal. At eight bucks a gallon, owning a vehicle like that in Germany requires a fat
wallet or, if you're one of the percenters, saving money elsewhere, like food, electricity, etc.
Expressing one's individuality with an American car in Europe has its rewards, but also its
price. You decide. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Pros: Exotic
vehicle, comfortable, rugged engine. Great vehicle. Had one and trying to buy another one.
Read More. Had one before and trying to get another one. Years of great driving. I have totally
enjoyed driving this van for 13 years. I would like to believe that there is still plenty of life in this
vehicle. Beautiful and spacious; although, the major rust problem is a safety The performance is
quite well for it's size, thanks to the hp 5. It also handles well, for a truck. The brakes take a little
while to slow the rig down, but considering it GVW that's understa Regis Stealth Super Bee
V-Series W-Series Wayfarer Westchester Select Year Rank This Car. User Reviews. View
reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Lenny writes:. Pros: Roomy.
Cons: Too big. Is this helpful? Yes No. Fusion writes:. Owner for 1 years, 9 months Miles Driven
per Year: 10, Pros: huge van, safest vehicle I've driven made of steel. Cons: lots of mechanical
problems with mine. Mercjerry writes:. Cons: Borderline size for Europe. GuruPVV says:. This is
the bast Vehicle I have ever owned. Only tune ups!! Go Mopar!!!! Reviews From Other Years.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Pros: Roomy Cons: Too
big 7 of 20 people found this review helpful. Owner for 1 years, 9 months Miles Driven per Year:
10, Pros: huge van, safest vehicle I've driven made of steel Cons: lots of mechanical problems
with mine 10 of 12 people found this review helpful. Pros: Exotic vehicle, comfortable, rugged
engine Cons: Borderline size for Europe 22 of 30 people found this review helpful. Make Dodge.
The back seats can be turned into a full queen size bed. Also can be used as a dinette. The back
has been converted into a little kitchenette with a single burner stove, sink, refrigerator and
storage area for dishes under the sink compartment. The top has a Built in hard top cabin that
sleeps two. This unit was previously used as a rental, it had been repainted white from green
and purple. Maintenance has been done recently on it. It drives great! Perfect for a quick day
trip or a weekend in the mountains! California residence are subject to sales tax and DMV fees.
This vehicle is road registered. We welcome you to have a third party come inspect this vehicle.
If you have any questions regarding this vehicle please call It's It's 41 years old, so it's not
perfect, but certainly good and serviceable condition. It is completely self contained, and legal
to park on the streets. These babies are hard to find, especially with the high top. I love a nice
Westfalia, but with a strong 5. It may not look like it, but this van can pass cars on the highway
without hesitating. Also, this van definitely wins on style points in my book Equipped with a
new Hydrogen Converter Unit, which increases the gas mileage dramatically The cab has
original vinyl seats sun visors, headliner, armrests; all in great shape. No rips or tears Fully self
contained toilet, kitchen including refrigerator, 3 burner stove with oven , sink and furnace!
Fridge works on Propane, battery, or plug in. Spacious closed with shelves, overhead storage,
and plenty of cabinets. Futon folds down into full size bed. Auxiliary RV battery under futon, and
2 inverters. Previous owner used to run a microwave oven. No air conditioning not in the dash
or on the roof. This unit does not have a generator. Comes with some original manuals, and
records of all major work, including engine warranty. It lights, but I have no idea how to make it
stay on. I was told by the previous owner that it needs to be adjusted. The handle to the air vent
is broken, but still useable. Great drum brakes. Runs, steers and stops excellent. Newer Tires,
alignment, etc. BODY:Totally straight. Has some dents and scratches, appropriate for age. This
is an absolutely beautiful classic camper van with A TON of character. I can't go anywhere
without people waving and checking it out when it's parked. Model 4 X 4 Conversion.
Conversion Van needs out of California! It's rust free and runs great. Needs exhaust
modification. Model RAM. Conversion made by Intervec International Vehicles. Loft sleeping
area. Toilet, Stove , microwave. Propane tank. All hooks ups needed. Extra Marine battery for
lights. No shower and no generator. Kept in RV storage for 7 years. Tires have almost brand
new tread. Engine starts up fine and sounds excellent. Driver mirror loose but can be easily
fixed. Needs to have one vinyl replaced. Gas and water worked perfectly before storage but
have not tested it recently. Have all paperwork for all instruments and amenities. Onshore cable
ready. TV cable ready. Location in Seattle. Will ship anywhere in the United States. Your

browser does not support JavaScript. To view this page, enable JavaScript if it is disabled or
upgrade your browser. Click Here. Double your traffic. Listing by Auction Our secure online
application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and employment details.
Click here to get started. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the form
below to send a link and your message to a friend. Message:TermsIf you bid on this item you
are entering a binding contract and have agreed to our disclaimer. This vehicle is available for
inspection prior to auction end. All vehicles are used most like trade ins or repos and with any
used vehicle it may or may not have chips, scratches, dings, dents, cracks, delamination
previous leaks, fading or other imperfections from normal use, look at pictures closely or ask
questions. We will always try to describe our vehicles to the best of our ability. We do visual
inspections only. We do not do mechanical inspections. Most of our units are driven miles. If we
come across something that does not work we repair it or list it in our ads as not working. Seller
Florida RVS assumes no responsibility for any repairs, regardless of any oral statements about
the vehicle. We do not guarantee life of tires. Be prepared to purchase new tires if needed.
Please inspect and make a decision if the tires will perform as needed for the trip home when
you arrive, we will not replace or repair any tires after it has left our lot. This is a used vehicle.
We do not know the full history of this unit. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle
is no longer available for sale. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to thoroughly inspect the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the
condition and value based upon that judgment solely before auction end. We are not reponsible
for anything that "breaksdown" after the unit leaves our lot. This is Ebay, prices are cheap, you
are not paying retail, Florida RVs is a small low overhead business, No fancy salesmen here. We
have been in the "RV business" over 10 years, We will do our best to make every buyer a
"happy camper". I have now described this RV as not being in good condition even if it is to
protect myself, because we can and will not be responsible for any repairs after this unit leaves
our lot. We will do a walk thru on every unit so you can see that everything works before you
leave our lot. Please inspect unit in person before bidding. Mon-Sat pm EST We are closed on
Sundays. Please notify us of pick up date so unit can be powered up fridge, roof airs,etc and
ready to go thru when you arrive. Balance due within 7 days of the auction end. We accept
paypal and credit cards for deposit only. Balance will have to be paid with cash, bankwire
transfer or cashiers check. Personal or Business Checks will not be accepted. Title will be
mailed within days after payment clears. You will be given an affidavit of tax paid. If the vehicle
is delivered or shipped, you do not have to pay sales tax. If no contact is made within 24 hours
we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high bidder or sell it otherwise and
you will be blocked as a bidder. All sales must be paid in full within 7 days. Please email or call
Florida RVS Thank you and we look forward to meeting and doing business with you! Auction,
Inc. However, Auction The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the
accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional
Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction Model B Fleet
vehicle maintenance always performed and always stored in climate controlled garage. It runs
and drives like new and needs nothing. Hop in and drive to any destination with confidence.
Super cold air, great heater and the interior is like brand new. And plenty of power. This van
drives down the road smooth and quiet. Very easy to drive. High quality switch matrix console
for use with cameras, microphones and recorders. This console is very versatile and has no
proprietary connectors or voltages. Custom window covers with Velcro fasteners with custom
dark tinted windows in the back area. This conversion van was built by Phoenix industries
international for the US Government and all work is top notch. Model Ramvam Camper. We
specialize in quality Handicap Vans at exceptional low prices. Our family has been in Specialty
Vehicles Sales for over 40 years! If you are looking for unbeatable value and excellent prices
Give us a try, you will not be disappointed Our goal is to make purchasing a handicap van
painless and simple. We take pride in providing quality used vans at very affordable prices.
We're a no-frills dealership with low overhead There are no commissioned sales people We
Offer these Units Thousands Lower than anyone else. We're easy to talk, and deal with You will
not experience another dealership like us Please understand that you are purchasing a used
vehicle Thousands below the retail value. We attempt to be as thorough as possible with our
inspections, So as not to leave anything to chance. We want everyone to be happy with their
purchase. There may be normal wear; Scratches, nicks, cosmetic and or minor imperfections
We will do our best in describing the vehicles in our ad We absolutely welcome any mechanical
inspections or test drives We will cooperate with any Independent inspection service you send
We do not offer any warranty on these vehicles But they are tested and inspected prior to
offering them for sale. No warranty is expressed or implied Any descriptions or representations

are for identification purposes only Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless
of any oral statements about the vehicle. And are not to be construed as a warranty of any type.
It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, And to have
satisfied himself of herself as to the condition and value And to purchase based upon that
judgment solely. We reserve the right to cancel this sale at our discretion. By placing a bid on,
or buying this vehicle you are entering a legal, and binding contract to purchase the vehicle.
This arrangement is outlined in the eBay User Agreement. So, consider your bid carefully before
placing it. Please Bid-On, or Buy this vehicle Only if you have read, understand, and except
these terms. Model Ram Country Club. Up for sale is my Dodge Ram 5. We know of no apparent
mechanical issues. Comes with refrigerator,2 burner stove, indoor flushing toilet with holding
tank not porta potty , microwave, sink, propane onboard, heavy duty tow package, tinted
windows, 2 roof vents 1 is fanned. This Motor Home is by Knighthill R. Richmond, B. Title in
hand. Paypal deposit and cash, or cashiers check. Model B VAN. Runs great - only 14, miles. No
undercarriage rust, coated with thick waterproof coating. Equipped with new microwave,
refrigerator, toaster oven, bed, full AC and DC electric panels, interior lights and plenty of
outlets. Comes with EZ Awning screen room that attaches to the rain gutter and 2 new house
batteries. However, the DC system should be checked. I could only get it to work when the
engine was also turned on. I always ran off shore power. Also, the turn signal and brake lights
need to be checked and there are some areas of chipping paint on the hood and roof. Model
Ram Van B This vehicle has a gorgeous custom inlay redwood interior. Van has redwood
cabinets, redwood desk, and a couch that folds into a bed and more. Please take a look at the
pictures and decide for yourself. Vehicle runs great! Note: Vehicle is a model and has a few
paint chips. This was my sister's vehicle and she passed away so I have little info on what else
work it had on it. Mature Driver. Make Dodge Ram. Model Promaster Cargo Van. This awesome
Promaster Adventure Van was purchased in March of and Van Specialties completed the
conversion in June of Their work is exceptional! It will tow our 17' ski boat. This van has a very
smooth six speed transmission and can be shifted manually like a tiptronic. It is front wheel
drive. You could be waiting up to a year to order, purchase and convert one of these vans, or
you could buy this van already completed with low miles and in excellent condition. Front AC,
screened tinted windows, roof mounted watt solar charging system with a watt inverter, two
battery deep cycle house battery system which provides both 12 volt and volt power at all times.
The 4 way battery charging system with shore power will charge batteries via the alternator,
solar panels or shore power. This system works flawlessly to provide power for the microwave,
Dometic refrigerator, LED lights in the cabin and four outlets located throughout the van.
ESPAR 5 furnace that runs off the gas tank with auto thermostat. It has a full bathroom with
stainless steel shower pan, Theta cartridge toilet and another shower in the bike garage to wash
bikes or shower outside. The entire interior of the van is paneled with interweave fabric and has
a foam backing over mahogany plywood. Dynamat sound dampening was used under the
insulation. Lonseal commercial vinyl on the floor. The fresh water system has a 23 gallon fresh
water tank, electric pump and an ESPAR 5 hot water system. It has an 11 gallon grey water tank.
The plumbing is all PEX and routed inside the insultated walls. The cabinets are built with
cabinet grade plywood with self closing doors. Kitchen counters, flip up shelves and shower
faucet pedestal are all corian material. The bike garage will store 4 bikes. No worry about theft
as bikes are inside! The shelf glides are rated at lbs. The bed has a 6" foam mattress and is 73"
x 53". A 12' Flamma Awning is mounted on the slider door passenger side. The Oregon Dept.
Both front bucket seats recline and swivel, a total of six front and side airbags for the driver and
passenger. Upgraded stereo has 5 front speakers and a separate amp, two speakers in rear
doors. Uconnect Bluetooth navigation system, cruise control, rear camera and parktronic are
often used features. This van will fit in a regular parking space and overall height with solar
panels and Thule racks is ". It has 6'4" of head room and much more space inside than the
same length Sprinter Van. It handles well around town and at freeway speeds. Please email with
any more questions! For more interior pictures and information please contact Seller. Model
Saratoga. Our previous eBay auction sale fell through so it is listed again Up for sale is our
Coachman Saratoga Camper Van. Built on a Dodge Ram Van chassis with a 5. Its been
meticulously maintained and is loaded with features see list below. This RV is fully
self-contained, and comes with all of the accessories you need for camping. This camper is the
convenient "Rear Twin" layout see graphic in the pictures area that has the rear dinette with two
rear sofas on each side of the dinette table that convert to a full size bed when the table is
placed down. All of the appliances work perfectly and can be demonstrated. Having been used
primarily as a transport vehicle for us as well as prior owners , very little actual 'camping' was
done in this RV, which explains the almost new appearance of the appliances and furniture. We
have never traveled with pets and are non-smokers The exterior shows no rust, with the paint

being excellent for its age, however there are some minor dents, nicks, and scratches, as to be
expected. The carpets do show some age with minor stains, but there are no holes and are not
frayed, ripped or torn. The driver-side captain's chair does show a great deal of wear, but
custom seat covers hide that to make it look and feel very nice. Also, the generator hours meter
may not work, but that is basically a cosmetic issue. This RV does have , miles on it, which is
average or a little above for a vehicle of its age, but it has had a lot of work done to it, as listed
below, to keep it running well. The engine starts right up and runs smoothly and strongly,
getting about 12 MPG, however it does burn some oil on longer trips at highway speeds, but
there is no smoke at all. The suspension is tight and the tires only have about 10K miles on
them. The only real mechanical issue with the coach is with the dash air - there is a slow
refrigerant leak somewhere in it but as the prior owner did, we simply charged it very easy to do
before trips. A can of refrigerant seems to keep the dash air ice cold for about two weeks. We
added a number of upgrades to it in the short time we've owned it, intending to use it mainly for
visiting a relative in the Northeast, but it is no longer needed for that. We thought we'd keep it
for short hops, but we've had neither the time nor inclination to go out, so we are selling it. Key
Features: 5. We can confidently state that this coach is exactly as described, and that we've
fully disclosed all of the issues with it that are know to us at the time of this post. This coach
has been well taken care of, and has never been in a major accident or flood. There are no leaks
that we are aware of, nor is there any evidence of past leaks. We've never sold any 'junk', but
you need to understand that this, like most used vehicles, is being sold on an AS-IS basis, with
no warranty or guarantee of any kind from us. Ask any questions you may have via the "Ask
Seller a Question" and we will post the answers into this auction if you contact us through
eBay. We can also be reached by phone at Please do not bid if you're not serious or are
otherwise unable to follow through with the purchase this vehicle. Your bid means you agree
and accept the following terms and conditions. You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. The
winning bidder is to contact us, via email or phone , within 12 hours of the auction ending time
to discuss payment and transportation details. Acceptable forms of payment include cash in
person, or bank wire transfer. We guarantee that our description, pictures, and video of the
vehicle are accurate and correct at the time of the posting of the auction, but ultimately these
are for identification purposes only and in no way is their content, in full or in part, to be
construed as a warranty of any type. Buyers are responsible for any costs incurred in obtaining
possession of the vehicle including sales tax and registration fees. Out of state buyers are
responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that
the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be
titled and registered. We reserve the right to obtain and verify the registered information of all
bidders participating in this auction. We also reserve the right to cancel any and all bids at our
discretion, or end the auction early. Furthermore, we shall not be liable for any such
cancellation for any reason. Stock Number: Coach House wide-body. Fits in a normal parking
spot, at 19'. Everything works! I bought this earlier this year and used it to visit four sons and
families in northern states this summer. At 86, I now feel it is too much driving for me. In Tampa,
Florida. Please contact Woodley Comes with a strong and reliable 5. Automatic transmission
shifts well in all gears without slips or delays. Very dependable and never left me stranded.
Great for camping and very easy to drive. Comparable to a class "C" RV , econoline , B cargo , B
maxi- cargovan , jamboree , tioga , vanagon , eurovan , pop-up jayco trailer tent but a lesser
price.. Clean in and out and comes with a clean title on hand and current registration. No offers
considered without seeing it. Please serious and ready buyers. San Ramon, CA. New Prague,
MN. Tacoma, WA. Zephyrhills, FL. Gerry, NY. Bluffton, SC. Austin, TX. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Year Make Dodge Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Year
Make Dodge Model B Category - Length 19 Posted Over 1 Month. Category Class A Gas Length
Year - Make - Model -. Dealer POP Yachts ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Big Blue is a Dodge Maxi-van with a 5. His name is not
Big Blue actually. I was in the market for a van in early and was lucky enough that this old beast
was for sale in Boulder, CO, just a few miles down the road from where I was living. I bought Big
Blue in March of and started traveling immediately. Though I have considered many a
replacement, I simply can not find a more versatile road-trip vehicle. Although the fuel mileage
is poor compared to a passenger car, it is great compared to a full sized RV or truck and trailer
setup. It is large enough to pretend to be an RV yet small enough to fit into a standard parking
spot only just for which-ever suits me best that day. This all started after a trip to Yellowstone in
my little sports car in where I camped for a few nights in a tent and the rain. Afterwards, I was
seeking a vehicle more suitable to the road-trips I wanted to take. I waffled back and forth
between a mini-van that I would customize myself or a large V8 van conversion, or possibly
even a Class-C RV. After careful consideration I realized that a mini-van would not be able to

tow an important option for me , and a full-fledged RV was not practical for a 1-person trip, so
the middle ground van-conversion was settled on. I had one in the past and loved the freedom it
gave me, so I searched for one similar to it and stumbled across the exact van I wanted only 15
miles away. I did do a bit of customizing to the layout during those first years, but nothing
significant. In early the interior went through a minor renovation to make it girl-approved for
Kerri and my first trip into Baja. After that 3-month trip we decided that Big Blue needed a
repaint so we could spend more time in it in the states. Tags: big-blue-van. April 28, December
1, November 14, I believe the reason for the baulk was it had a motor in it. Greetings, u are
having a good time we are ridining along with u in sprit. Thanks for Sheri ng your adventures.
Hello, I am considering a b as well. Mine will be a full diy from a cargo. What are the dimensions
of your vehicle? Is yours extended? Just wondering what kind of mileage you would get on the
highway with Big Blue? Thanks, Kyle. Thank you so much for blogging about your travels, I am
about to be a college student and afterwards am looking forward to investing in travelâ€¦first
global, but eventually in a van living in the West. You inspire me and I loved reading your about
page, very authentic, much love and light! Your email address will not be published. Notify me
of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by e
honda accord brake replacement
mitsubishi lancer 2004 review
2007 toyota camry service schedule
mail. Check here to Subscribe to notifications for new posts. Skip to content My Vehicles Van
comforts 92 sq foot of living space, plus unlimited front yard everywhere we go Two bedrooms
full bed in rear and captain chair folds down for another to sleep up to 3 people Kitchen using a
propane camp stove, 2. One and a half bath outside solar shower and a tree to pee on just about
anywhere, along with a cassette toilet inside. Wired for v shore-power for those times we want
to live like common folk. Full LED interior and exterior lighting for a total of roughly lumens of
interior lighting. This slideshow requires JavaScript. Like this: Like Loading Ohlonesomeme
says:. October 16, at PM. Gabriel says:. February 16, at AM. Van-Tramp says:. Ray says:.
February 2, at PM. Ivan says:. September 26, at AM. Kyle Mel says:. May 24, at AM. Makayla
says:. July 26, at PM. July 27, at AM. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

